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1. INTRODUCTION
   4Let  z: z  1 be the unit disc in the complex plane  and
denote the boundary of  by . For 0 p , the Hardy space H p
consists of those functions f , analytic in , for which
def
p f  sup M r , f  ,Ž .H p
0r1
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where, for 0 r 1,
1p
1 pi M r , f  f re d , 0 p ,Ž . Ž .Hp ž /2 
and
 i M r , f  max f re .Ž . Ž .
02
 We refer to 8 for the theory of Hardy spaces.
For a , let  denote the Mobius transformation from  onto itself¨a
defined by
a z
 z  , z  ,Ž .a 1 az
Ž .and we let g , a denote the Green function of  with pole at a, that is,
1
g z , a  log , a, z  .Ž .
  zŽ .a
Ž .Also, we let dA z be the usual element of Euclidean area in .
The space BMOA consists of those functions fH 1 whose boundary
values have bounded mean oscillation on . There are many characteri-
Ž  .zations of BMOA-functions see 6, 9, 10 . We shall be interested in the
following.
THEOREM A. Let f be a function which is analytic in . Then the
following conditions are equialent:
Ž .i f BMOA.
def
2Ž .    Ž .   Ž .ii f  f 0 	 sup f  f a  .BM O A Ha
a
Here, for a ,
a z
f z  f z  f , z  .Ž . Ž .a a ž /1 az
Ž .  Ž .  2 Ž . Ž .iii sup f 	 z g z, a dA z  .HH
a
 Moreoer, the quantities f andBM O A
12
2   f 0 	 sup f 	 z g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HHž /
a
are equialent.
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A function f , analytic in , is said to belong to the space Q , 0 p ,p
if
12
p2     f  f 0 	 sup f 	 z g z , a dA z  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Q HHp ž /
a
 Q spaces were introduced and investigated in 2, 5 . Theorem A showsp
   that Q  BMOA and that the norms  and  are equivalent.Q BM O A1 1
  Ž .By 2 we know that for all p 1, , the spaces Q are the same andp
equal to the Bloch space
      2  B f : f analytic in  and f  f 0 	 sup 1 z f 	 z  Ž . Ž .Ž .B½ 5
z
  Ž .with all the  -norms 1 p  being equivalent to the Bloch normQ p
  Ž   . cf. also 15 for p 2 .B
2. TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS OF Q FUNCTIONSp
Ž .  n Ž .  nIf f z Ý a z and g z Ý b z , the Hadamard product of fn0 n n0 n
Ž .  n Ž  .and g is defined by f g z Ý a b z see, for example, 1, 12 .n0 n n
 J. M. Anderson et al. 1, p. 30 proved that if f , gB, then f gB
and
     f g  C f  g .B B B
ŽAs usual, from now on we shall be using the convention that C will
denote a positive constant independent of f , g, . . . which may not be the
.same at different occurrences.
Let us recall that if X and Y are two spaces of analytic functions in 
then a function h, analytic in , is said to be a multiplier from X to Y if
fh Y , for every f X .
Ž .The space of all multipliers from X to Y is denoted by X, Y . With this
notation, the result of Anderson et al. that we have just mentioned simply
Ž .  says that B
 B, B . In 11 , M. Mateljevic and M. Pavlovic character-
1  ized the multipliers from H to BMOA. Indeed, Theorem 1 of 11 asserts
that
H 1 , BMOA B.Ž .
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Ž 1. ŽUsing this result and Fefferman’s duality theorem H * BMOA see,
 .e.g., 6 , we can prove easily that if f BMOA and gB then f g
BMOA and
     f g  C f  g .BM O A BM O A B
Notice that since Q B, if p 1 and Q  BMOA, the above resultsp 1
can be stated as follows.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 1 p . If fQ and gB then f gQp p
and
     f g  C f  g .Q Q Bp p
A natural question arises whether this result remains true for 0 p 1.
In this section, we give a partial answer.
Ž .  nTHEOREM 2.1. Let 0 p 1 and let f z Ý a z be an analyticn0 n
function in  with a  0 for all n. If fQ and gB then f gQn p p
and
     f g  C f  g .Q Q Bp p
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following results, which are also
characterizations of Q functions.p
Ž .  nTHEOREM 2.2. Let f z Ý a z be an analytic function in  andn0 n
0 p . Then fQ if and only ifp
p2  1 wŽ .def2 f   sup Ý, p p	1n	 1Ž .w n0
2n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .k	1 nk w  .Ý n k !Ž .k0
Moreoer, there exist constants C and C independent of f such that1, p 2, p
     C f f 0  f   C f f 0 . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Q Q1, p , p 2, pp p
 Proof. Using the results of 4, 5 , we know that fQ , for 0 p ,p
if and only if
p2 2   sup f 	 z 1  z dA z  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH w
w
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 In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.2 of 4 shows that there exist constants Ap
and B independent of f such thatp
  2A f f 0Ž . Qp p
p2 2 2      sup f 	 z 1  z dA z  B f f 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH Qw p p
w
2.2Ž .
Now, given w , we have
  
 n	 pŽ .p n n nf 	 z 1 wz  n	 1 a z w zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn	1 n!
 pŽ .n0 n0
 n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .k	1 nk n w z .Ý Ýž /n k !
 pŽ . Ž .n0 k0
2.3Ž .
Ž .By Parseval’s formula and 2.3 , we obtain, for w ,
p2 1 zŽ .2 f 	 z dx dyŽ .HH 2 p 1 wz
2
 n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .p k	12 nk n  1 z w z dx dyŽ . Ý ÝHH ž /n k !
 pŽ . Ž . n0 k0
2 n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .p1 k	12 nk 2 n 2 r 1 r w r drŽ . Ý ÝH n k !
 pŽ . Ž .0 n0 k0
2 n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž . 1k	1 pnk n  w 1 r r drŽ .Ý Ý Hn k !
 pŽ . Ž . 0n0 k0
2 n k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .k	1 nk  B n	 1, p	 1 w ,Ž .Ý Ý n k !
 pŽ . Ž .n0 k0
2.4Ž .
Ž .where B ,  denotes the Beta function. We have

 n	 1 
 p	 1 
 p	 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
B n	 1, p	 1   . 2.5Ž . Ž .p	1
 n	 p	 2Ž . n	 1Ž .
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Here we have used the estimates

 m	 aŽ .ab abc m	 1   c m	 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 2
 m	 bŽ .
Ž .for a, b 0 and m a positive integer, where c j 1, 2 is a positivej
constant which is independent of m. These are trivial consequences of
Stirling’s formula.
2 2 2 2Ž  Ž .  . Ž   .Ž   .  Bearing in mind that 1  z  1 w 1 z 1 wz andw
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . 2combining 2.2 , 2.4 , and 2.5 we get that f f 0   is equivalentQ p
to
p 22 n 1 w k	 1 a 
 n k	 pŽ . Ž .Ž . k	1 nksup w  ,Ý Ýp	1 n k !Ž .n	 1Ž .w n0 k0
Ž .and that 2.1 holds. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.
Theorem 2.2 and its proof contain some known results. For p 1,
the weighted Dirichlet space D consists of all functions f , analytic in ,p
such that
12
1pdef 2 2       f  f 0 	 f 	 z 1 z dA z  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D HHp ž /

ŽWeighted Dirichlet spaces and Q spaces are closely related. Indeed seep
 .3, Theorem 5.1 for f analytic in  and 0 p  we have that
 fQ  sup f  f a  .Ž . Dp a 1 p
a
Ž . Ž .Using 2.4 with w 0 and bearing in mind 2.5 , we obtain the following
Ž  .corollary see, e.g., 3, 13 .
Ž .  nCOROLLARY 2.1. Let f z Ý a z be an analytic function in  andn0 n
 p   2 p 1. Then fD if and only if Ý n a  .p n1 n
 Taking p 2 in Theorem 2.2 we obtain the following result of 14 .
Ž .  nCOROLLARY 2.2. Let f z Ý a z be an analytic function in .n0 n
Then fB if and only if
22 2 n 1 wŽ .
nksup k	 1 a n k	 1 w  .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý k	13n	 1Ž .w n0 k0
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Theorem 2.2 with p 1 gives the following criteria for membership in
BMOA.
Ž .  nCOROLLARY 2.3. Let f z Ý a z be an analytic function in .n0 n
Then f BMOA if and only if
2 2 n 1 wŽ .
nksup k	 1 a w  .Ž .Ý Ý k	12n	 1Ž .w n0 k0
For the case of series with positive coefficients, by Theorem 2.2 and
Ž .2.5 , we immediately get the following result.
Ž .  nTHEOREM 2.3. Let 0 p  and let f z Ý a z be an analyticn0 n
function in  with a  0, for all n. Then fQ if and only ifn p
p2 1 rŽ .def2 f   sup Ý, p p	1n	 1Ž .0r1 n0
2n
p1 nk k	 1 a n k	 1 r  .Ž . Ž .Ý k	1ž /
k0
Moreoer, there exist constants C and C independent of f such that1, p 2, p
     C f f 0  f   C f f 0 . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Q Q1, p , p 2, pp p
 Ž .Remark 1. This theorem should be compared with 4, Theorem 1.2 b .
Ž .  nProof of Theorem 2.1. Assume f z Ý a z Q with a  0. Byn0 n p n
Theorem 2.3, we have
  2C f f 0Ž . Q1, p p
p 22 n 1 wŽ . p1 nk  sup k	 1 a n k	 1 wŽ . Ž .Ý Ý k	1p	1 ž /n	 1Ž .w n0 k0
  2 C f f 0 . 2.7Ž . Ž .Q2, p p
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Ž .  n    Suppose g z Ý b z is a Bloch function. By 1, Lemma 2.1 , b n0 n n
 2 g . Therefore, applying Theorem 2.1 to the function f g, we obtainB
  2   2   2f g  2 f g 0 	 2 f g f g 0Ž . Ž .Q Qp p
p2  1 wŽ .2  2 a b 	 2C sup Ý0 0 p	1n	 1Ž .w n0
2n
p1 nk    k	 1 a b n k	 1 wŽ . Ž .Ý k	1 k	1ž /
k0
p2  1 wŽ .2 2    C g a 	 sup ÝB 0 p	1ž n	 1Ž .w n0
2n
p1 nk    k	 1 a n k	 1 wŽ . Ž .Ý k	1ž / /k0
  2   2 C g  f .B Q p
Ž .The last inequality follows from 2.7 . Thus f gQ andp
     f g  C f  g .Q Q Bp p
Remark 2. We do not know whether Theorem 2.1 remains true in the
general case, i.e., without the assumption a  0.n
We are interested in investigating conditions on the coefficients of a
Ž .  nfunction f z Ý a z which imply that it belongs to Q . Such condi-n0 n p
tions are given in Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 but they are complicated.
In Section 3 we shall present a simple sufficient condition for membership
in the space Q .p
3. MEAN GROWTH OF THE DERIVATIVE OF
Q FUNCTIONSp
Given  and 0 h 1, we set
S  , h  rei : 1 h r 1,   	 h . 4Ž .
Let us recall that if 0 p  and  is a positive Borel measure on 
then  is said to be a bounded p-Carleson measure if there exists a
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positive constant C such that
 S  , h  Ch p , , 0 h 1.Ž .Ž .
 Theorem 1.1 of 4 asserts that if 0 p 1 and f is a function which is
Ž . Žanalytic in  then fQ if and only if the measure d z  1p
 . p  Ž .  2 Ž .z f 	 z dA z is a bounded p-Carleson measure. Notice that a
bounded p-Carleson measure is a finite measure and, hence, in particular,
we have that, for 0 p 1,
1 p 2fQ  1 r M r , f 	 dr .Ž . Ž .Hp 2
0
Ž .Actually, having in mind that M r, f 	 is an increasing function of q, weq
can assert the following.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a function which is analytic in  and 0 p
1. If fQ thenp
1 p 21 r M r , f 	 dr , 0 q 2.Ž . Ž .H q
0
Our next theorem shows that this result is sharp in a very strong sense.
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 p 1 and let  be a positie increasing function
Ž .defined in 0, 1 such that
1 p 21 r  r dr . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž Then for eery q 0, 2 there exists a function fQ satisfyingp
M r , f 	   r , 0 r 1. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .q
Proof. Let p and  be as in Theorem 3.1. We shall start considering
the case q 2. Set
r  1 2k , k 1, 2 . . . . 3.3Ž .k
Since  is increasing, we have
 r1 k	1p p2 21 r  r dr 1 r  r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H
0 rkk1

p 2 r  r 1 r  rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý k	1 k k	1 k
k1

k Ž1	p. 2 C 2  r .Ž .Ýp k
k1
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Ž .Hence, using 3.1 , we see that

k Ž1	p. 22  r  . 3.4Ž . Ž .Ý k
k1
We define

k4 k 2f z   r z	 e 2  r z , z  . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 k
k1
Ž .  kŽ1p. 2 k 2Ž .Notice that 3.4 implies that Ý 2 2  r   and so, since f isk1 k
 given by a power series with Hadamard gaps, using Theorem 6 of 5 we
deduce that fQ .p
We also have

k	12 2 8 2 2 2M r , f 	   r 	 e  r rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 1 k
k1

k	12 8 2 2  r 	 e  r r 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 k
k1
Ž .for every r 0, 1 . This and the fact that  is increasing imply
2 2 2M r , f 	   r   r , 0 r r . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1
Ž 1 .n 2Also, using the elementary inequality 1 n  e which is valid for
Ž .all n 2 and keeping in mind that  is increasing, 3.6 implies that if
j 1 and r  r r thenj j	1
2 j	28 2 2M r , f 	  e  r rŽ . Ž .2 j	1
 e8 2 r r 42 jŽ . j
42 j8 2 j e  r 1 2Ž . Ž .
  2 r .Ž .
Ž .This and 3.7 give
2 2M r , f 	   r , 0 r 1, 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .2
and hence the proof is finished in the case q 2.
Take now q, 0 q 2. Let f be the function constructed in the
previous case. Since f is given by a power series with Hadamard gaps,
 Theorem 8.20 in 16, p. 215, Vol. I shows that there exists a positive
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constant A such thatq
M r , f 	  A M r , f 	 , 0 r 1.Ž . Ž .q q 2
Ž .Let g fA . Then gQ and 3.8 shows thatq p
M r , g 	   r , 0 r 1.Ž . Ž .q
This finishes the proof.
One of the basic ingredients in the proof of the MateljevicPavlovic
Ž 1 .H , BMOA multiplier theorem mentioned in Section 2 is the following
lemma.
LEMMA MP. For a function f , analytic in the unit disc , the following
implication holds:
1 21 r M r , f 	 dr  f BMOAQ . 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .H  1
0
The following result generalizes this lemma to Q spaces, 0 p 1.p
THEOREM 3.2. Let 0 p 1. For a function f which is analytic in ,
the following implication holds:
1 p 21 r M r , f 	 dr  fQ . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .H  p
0
Ž .Furthermore, the exponent p in the left hand side of 3.10 cannot be
increased, i.e., gien  0 there exists a function f which is analytic in  and
satisfies
1 p	 21 r M r , f 	 dr ,Ž . Ž .H 
0
but so that fQ .p
Proof. Let f be an analytic function in  and suppose that
1 p 21 r M r , f 	 dr A .Ž . Ž .H 
0
Given  and 0 h 1, we have
	h 22i t f 	 re dt hM r , f 	 .Ž . Ž .H 

Hence,
1 	h p 2i t p 1 r f 	 re dt dr Ah Ah , , 0 h 1.Ž . Ž .H H
1h 
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Ž  . p  Ž .  2 Ž .This shows that the measure 1 z f 	 z dA z is a bounded p-
Carleson measure and, hence, fQ .p
Ž .To prove that the exponent p in the left hand side of 3.10 cannot be
increased, take

k kŽ .p1 22f z  2 z , z  .Ž . Ý
k0
 Since f is given by a power series with Hadamard gaps, Theorem 6 of 5
shows that fQ . Now, it is easy to see that there exists a positivep
constant C such that
C
M r , f 	  , 0 r 1.Ž . Ž .p	1 21 rŽ .
Then, if  0, we have
11 1p	 21 r M r , f 	 dr C dr .Ž . Ž .H H 1
0 0 1 rŽ .
This finishes the proof.
Ž .Next we study the question of whether or not 3.10 remains true if we
Ž . Ž . Ž .substitute M r, f 	 by M r, f 	 for some q 2, . We can prove the q
following result.
THEOREM 3.3. Let 0 p 1, 2 q  and suppose that
2
1  p. 3.11Ž .
q
For a function f which is analytic in , the following implication holds:
1 p 21 r M r , f 	 dr  fQ . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .H q p
0
Proof. Let p and q be as in the theorem and let f be an analytic
function in  satisfying
1 p 21 r M r , f 	 dr A . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .H q
0
Ž .Holder’s inequality with the exponents q2 and q q 2 yields¨
	h 2 22i t 1 q f 	 re dt h M r , f 	 , , 0 h 1.Ž . Ž .H q

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Ž . Ž .This estimate, together with 3.13 and 3.11 , easily gives
1 	h 2p 2i t 1 pq 1 r f 	 re dt dr Ah  Ah , , 0 h 1.Ž . Ž .H H
1h 
Ž  . p  Ž .  2Consequently, the measure 1 z f 	 z dx dy is a bounded p-Carle-
son measure and, hence, fQ .p
Ž .Remark 3. Since M r, f 	 is an increasing function of r, it is easy toq
1Ž . p Ž .2see that the condition H 1 r M r, f 	 dr  implies that0 q
1
M r , f 	  o , as r 1,Ž .q Ž .p	1 2ž /1 rŽ .
Ž .and then 3.11 gives
1
M r , f 	  o , as r 1,Ž . 1q 1 qž /1 rŽ .
1 1Ž . Ž Ž ..so that f belongs to the mean Lipschitz space  q, actually to  q,q q
Ž  .see 7; 8, Chap. 5 .
Consequently, Theorem 3.3 can be considered as a complement to the
 following result which is included in Theorem 1.4 of 4 .
2 1Ž .THEOREM B. If 0 p 1, 2 q , and 1  p then  q, 
q q
Q .p
We note that we have recently known that Jie Xiao had also proved this
inclusion.
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž  .Remark 4. Since  2, 
 q, for all q 2 see 7 , Theorem B2 q
implies that
1
 2, 
 Q . 3.14Ž . pž /2 0p
Ž .Using 3.14 , we finish our paper by exhibiting a simple condition on the
Taylor coefficients of a function f which implies its membership in all Qp
spaces.
Ž .  nTHEOREM 3.4. Let f z Ý a z be an analytic function in . Ifn0 n
1  Ž .a O , then f Q .n 0 p pn
1 nŽ .   Ž .Proof. Assume f z Ý a z with a O . Then there exists an0 n n n
 constant K such that n a  K for n and, hence,n
  12 22 2 n2 2 2 n2 M r , f 	  n a r  K r  C . 3.15Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 n 1 rn1 n1
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1Ž . Ž .Notice that 3.15 shows that f 2, and then our result follows using2
Ž .3.14 .
Ž .EXAMPLE. As an immediate consequence we deduce that if F z 
1log , then F Q . We notice that this can also be deduced0 p p1 z
 from the fact that FB and is univalent, using Theorem 6.1 of 3 .
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